Introduction {#cmaab4a9s1}
============

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a well-studied phenomenon that occurs when two or multiple fluorescent dyes are in close proximity to one another. It is often employed to study binding interactions or separation distances of two compounds or proteins, but also as a probe to study, for example, enzymatic digestion processes \[[@cmaab4a9bib001]--[@cmaab4a9bib003]\]. Furthermore, the resulting increase in Stokes shift of the fluorescent emission can make FRET pairs more sensitive for detection than just a single dye in imaging in cells because there is less background fluorescence \[[@cmaab4a9bib004]\]. A one step FRET, in combination with DNA hybridisation is often studied because of the precise control over the positioning of the dyes that can be obtained when using DNA base pairing. Recently, more elaborate structures of a two-step, multiple steps or even more complex dye systems have been evaluated \[[@cmaab4a9bib005], [@cmaab4a9bib006]\]. Multiple dyes arranged along a strand (of DNA) can be used for sequential energy transfer of photonic energy along increased distances and are referred to as photonic wires, which can be used for a device's optical function or as a readout in sensor-based applications \[[@cmaab4a9bib007]\].

In this contribution, we use a DNA-based FRET system to study the characteristics of virus protein assembly. In particular, the disassembly and assembly of viruses require more fundamental insight, to help better understand viruses and consequently help to treat diseases with a viral origin. FRET has already been employed before to study disassembly of viruses *in vitro* \[[@cmaab4a9bib008]--[@cmaab4a9bib010]\]. This involved, however, mainly exterior modification of viruses with dyes or large fluorescent proteins, which can influence the viral assembly and stability in solution, as well as their uptake in cells \[[@cmaab4a9bib011]\]. It is, therefore, preferable to harness the interior. Especially the native nucleic acid cargo is an optimal candidate. Since DNA-based FRET systems consist for the most part of nucleic acids, it is a good place to start and use them as probes.

To test the feasibility of our system the cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) is used. This is a plant virus, which can be disassembled at neutral pH and high salt concentrations (\>0.3 M). Using calcium, the native RNA can be precipitated and separated from the free capsid proteins (CPs) \[[@cmaab4a9bib012]\]. The CPs have been shown to assemble back to their native structure of 28 nm diameter, with *T*  =  3 Caspar and Klug icosahedral symmetry, under acidic conditions (pH  \<  6.5), in the presence of sufficient salt to shield the original RNA binding domains \[[@cmaab4a9bib013], [@cmaab4a9bib014]\]. These binding domains are formed by a number of positive charges near the N-terminus of the proteins. Alternatively, the CPs of the virus can assemble at neutral pH around many different negatively charged templates, where the assembly is triggered by modulating the ionic strength \[[@cmaab4a9bib015], [@cmaab4a9bib016]\]. This can result in various different shapes of virus-like particles (VLPs), having *T*  =  1, *T*  =  2, or *T*  =  3 icosahedral symmetry, but also rods and other structures \[[@cmaab4a9bib017]--[@cmaab4a9bib020]\]. The CCMV virus is especially interesting because it is protein cage often used as a model system to study the assembly and disassembly of viruses \[[@cmaab4a9bib021]\].

This templating effect of negative charges is employed to encapsulated synthetic DNA-based photonic wires in the virus capsid, with the goal of using it as a probe for protein assembly, disassembly and determination of the interior spacing of the formed virus-like particle. Here, a photonic wire is constructed using three different dyes: ATTO 448, 565 and 647 N, which have sufficient overlapping emission and extinction spectra for FRET experiments. These dyes are attached to three different single-stranded DNAs (ssDNA) of 35 nucleotides (nt). 30 nt of these ssDNA strands are orthogonally complementary to three different positions on a 120 nt templating strand of ssDNA. The dyes are sufficiently spaced to have minimal FRET energy transfer before encapsulation, but it is expected to have FRET after encapsulation. To enhance the formation of icosahedral virus-like particles, ssDNA nts are placed between the double stranded parts, leading to a more flexible chain due to their lower persistence length \[[@cmaab4a9bib022], [@cmaab4a9bib023]\]. Different combinations are evaluated with only two dyes on the templating strand, but also with all three different dyes attached to the templating strand. The 488, 565 and 647 N positions and dyes are denoted in this work as dyes 1, 2 and 3 respectively (see also figure [1](#cmaab4a9f01){ref-type="fig"} for a description of the system). Clearly, the ssDNA strands can be designed such that these are complementary to the native genetic material of viruses, making this method viable for other viruses as well. Furthermore, this system is designed such, that it could also be used for different applications, for example to impose stoichiometric control over the encapsulation of multiple different cargo molecules inside a viral capsid \[[@cmaab4a9bib024]\].

![Schematic representation of the three different dyes connected to DNA, hybridised with a 120 nt templating strand (blue) on seperate binding sites. ATTO 488 resides on position 1, ATTO 565 on position 2 and ATTO 647 at position 3, in green, orange and red, respectively. When the DNA-dye construct is mixed with CPs (in gray), these assemble into virus-like particles.](cmaab4a9f01_pr){#cmaab4a9f01}

Method {#cmaab4a9s2}
======

Unless specified otherwise, all compounds were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and all buffers were prepared with 18 MΩ · cm MilliQ (Millipore) water.

DNA hybridisation {#cmaab4a9s2-1}
-----------------

DNA with and without dyes was synthesized by Eurofins and dissolved in water at 200 *µ*M before use. The three different DNA-dye-tags (5ʹ-AAA AAT GCA AGG CAG ATT CAC CGA CTG GAT CAA TT-3ʹ, 5ʹ-AAA AAG GCC GTG ACC TAT TGC TAC GAC TGC TAT TC-3ʹ and 5ʹ-AAA AAA GCT CCA CCG ACT TTA CGA CGC CAA TTT GC-3ʹ), modified at the 5ʹ with ATTO 488, 565 and 647 N dyes (ATTO-TEC) respectively, were hybridised with the 120 nt ssDNA templating strand (5ʹ-AAT TGA TCC AGT CGG TGA ATC TGC CTT GCA GAG AGG GAA GAA GAG GAA TAG CAG TCG TAG CAA TAG GTC ACG GCC AAG AAG GAG GGA AGA GCA AAT TGG CGT CGT AAA GTC GGT GGA GCT-3ʹ) in 2:2:2:1 ratio in Tris-HCl buffer pH 8 with 5 mM MgCl~2~ and 0.1% SDS overnight. After the incubation, the resulting DNA-hybrids were purified using agarose gel electrophoresis with a 1.5% gel run for 2.5 h at 100 V, stained with SYBRsafe. The gel was imaged on a visi-blue transilluminator (UVP). It was possible to separate the newly formed hybrid from the ssDNA templating strand due to the different rate of migration of ssDNA and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) \[[@cmaab4a9bib025]\]. The desired bands were cut from the gel and purified using 'Wizard SV gel and PCR clean-up system' (Promega). The purified DNA was eluted in MilliQ. Alternatively, size exclusion chromatography (FPLC) with a superpose 6/300 column on an Akta purifier (GE Healthcare) was used to analyse and separate the unbound DNA-dye-tags from the fully formed DNA hybrid. The samples were analysed using UV--vis to determine the concentration, DNA/dye and dye/dye ratios using the Lambert-Beer law. The ATTO 488, ATTO 565 and ATTO 647 N extinction coefficients: *ε*  =  9.0  ×  10^4^, 1.2  ×  10^5^, 1.5  ×  10^5^ M^−1^ cm^−1^ and correction factors at *λ*  =  260 nm of 0.22, 0.27 and 0.04 were used for the calculations respectively. For DNA, the extinction coefficient was calculated \[[@cmaab4a9bib026]\] assuming the number of ssDNA and dsDNA nucleotides in the resulting DNA hybrid, for example the DNA-hybrid with all three dyes has 45 nt and 90 bp.

Production of CCMV CPs {#cmaab4a9s2-2}
----------------------

CCMV was produced in black eyed pea plants according to the method developed by Verduin and adapted by Comellas Aragonès \[[@cmaab4a9bib027], [@cmaab4a9bib028]\]. In short: 10 d after planting the beans the cowpea plants were infected with the virus, followed by another 10 d of growth. The leaves were harvested without the stems, crushed and mixed with a pH 4.8 buffer containing 0.2 M sodium acetate, 10 mM ascorbic acid, 10 mM disodium EDTA, followed by filtration using a cheesecloth, centrifugation and again filtration. Then PEG-6000 precipitation was applied. The virus was reconstituted in pH 5 acetate buffer and subjected to 16 h ultracentrifuge step in 33% (w/w) CsCl at 10 °C and 255 000 rcf in a Sorvall WX80 ultracentrifuge. Successful virus formation was verified using size exclusion chromatography on a superpose 6/300 column, UV--vis absorbance and SDS-page using Mini-PROTEAN^®^ TGX Stain-Free^™^ Precast Gels. The virus was dialysed from virus buffer (0.1 M sodium acetate, 1 mM disodium EDTA, 1 mM sodium azide, buffered at pH 5.0) to RNA isolation buffer (50 mM Tris, 0.5 M CaCl~2~, 1 mM DTT, buffered at pH 7.5). The viral RNA was precipitated and pelleted by overnight centrifugation at 14 100 rcf. The supernatant containing the dimer of the CPs was dialysed to 5×  assembly buffer (250 mM Tris, 250 mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl, 25 mM MgCl~2~, pH 7.2). Successful removal of the RNA was confirmed by a 280/260 ratio above 1.55 and concentration of CP was determined using a 280 nm extinction coefficient of 24 075 M^−1^ cm^−1^.

Assembly studies {#cmaab4a9s2-3}
----------------

Assembly was induced by lowering the salt concentration in the presence of DNA. The capsid protein in 5×  buffer was mixed in a 4:1 (v/v) ratio with the DNA in MilliQ. The respective solutions were diluted to achieve a final mass ratio of CP/DNA of 6, which is considered the optimum ratio for RNA encapsulation \[[@cmaab4a9bib029]\]. This resulted in a 1×  assembly buffer (50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 5 MgCl~2~, pH 7.2), which was determined to be optimal for capsid assembly around nucleic acids. The assembly mixtures were incubated overnight at 4 °C. Native agarose gel electrophoresis stained with SYBR-safe DNA stain was used to show the reduced migration of the DNA in the gel and thus formation of virus-like particles. The gels were subsequently stained overnight with colloidal Coomassie stain (Biorad), followed by overnight destaining in MilliQ. The gels were analysed on a gel-doc EZ imaging system (Biorad). The assembled particles were purified using FPLC with the 1×  assembly buffer, on a superpose 6 column, or alternatively in 100 kDa MWCO spin filters (Millipore) at 4000 rcf, refreshing the buffer four times to remove unbound CP and DNA. The size distribution of the VLPs was measured with dynamic light scattering (DLS) in a Microtrac Nanotrac Wave W3043. The viscosity and refractive index of the buffer were assumed to be identical to water, and for VLPs the refractive index of *η*  =  1.54 is used. Furthermore, the VLPs were imaged with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on an FEG-TEM (Phillips CM 30) operated at 300 kV acceleration voltages. Samples were prepared on formvar Carbon 200 copper grids by incubating the samples for 1 min, draining the liquid, followed by 1% uranyl acetate staining for 15 s. The diameter of imaged particles was measured with ImageJ to determine the size distribution. Each particle was measured in two orthogonal directions. Concentrations and the ratios of the different dyes on the templating DNA strand were determined using a PerkinElmer Lambda 850 UV/vis spectrometer and a Nanodrop 1000 (Thermo Scientific).

Fluorescence studies {#cmaab4a9s2-4}
--------------------

The fluorescence of the separate ATTO 488, 565 and 647 N dye tags, different DNA-dye hybrids and DNA-dye hybrid VLPs were studied on a PerkinElmer LS55 fluorescence spectrometer, all using the same concentrations and filter settings. For the FRET measurements, excitation wavelengths of *λ*  =  470 and 564 nm were used, having optimal excitation of the donor with minimal direct excitation of the acceptor(s). The graphs are from normalized data at maximum emission. From the original sensitised data, with at least three repeats, the area under the curve of the emission for the different dyes was determined using Origin software after subtraction of the background, direct excitation and contribution of the donor(s). Results were corrected for slight differences in concentrations. FRET efficiencies were calculated using the same method as previously applied on photonic wires \[[@cmaab4a9bib006]\]. Formula ([1](#cmaab4a9eqn001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is used to calculate the energy transfer efficiency, and the corresponding separation distances of the dyes were calculated using formula ([2](#cmaab4a9eqn002){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The overall efficiency for the two-step FRET was verified using formula ([3](#cmaab4a9eqn003){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which includes the direct transfer from the first to the third dye and the signal resulting from the consecutive transfer past the second dye \[[@cmaab4a9bib030]\]. Where *E* is the FRET efficiency, with the subscript denoting which dye pair is specified; *r* represents donor-to-acceptor separation distance; *R*~0~ is the Förster distance of the donor and acceptor pair, for which the refractive index of water and a random orientation factor were assumed; *R*~0~ values of 63 Å for 1  +  2, 49 Å for 1  +  3 and 69 Å for the 2  +  3 dye FRET pairs are used. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results and discussion {#cmaab4a9s3}
======================

DNA assembly and purification. {#cmaab4a9s3-1}
------------------------------

The 35 nt ssDNA-dye hybrids were mixed in excess with the 120 nt template strand and incubated overnight to form the different constructs. The resulting DNA hybrids were purified using size exclusion chromatography (figure [2(a)](#cmaab4a9f02){ref-type="fig"}) and agarose gel electrophoresis (figures [2(b)](#cmaab4a9f02){ref-type="fig"} and supplementary figure SI 3 ([stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/30/184002/mmedia](http://stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/30/184002/mmedia))). As a representative example from the 1  +  2  +  3 DNA-dye hybrid, the chromatogram shows a main peak around *V*  =  10 ml elution volume. This peak is the DNA-dye hybrid with *λ*  =  260 nm, 488 nm, 647 nm absorbance coming from the DNA, ATTO 488 and ATTO 647 N respectively. The second main peak around *V*  =  13.5 ml is most likely a mixture of the unbound 35 nt DNA with dyes, as it elutes at a larger volume. The ratio between the 260 and 488/647 absorbances indicates a lower amount of DNA per dye than in the *V*  =  10 ml peak. *V*  =  21 ml is most likely an impurity of unbound ATTO 488 dye. The formation of the DNA-dye hybrid is also confirmed on an agarose gel (figure [2(b)](#cmaab4a9f02){ref-type="fig"}). Here the band of the *V*  =  13.5 ml fraction runs as found at the same position as the bands of the different 35 nt dyes. Also, note that the newly formed DNA-dye-hybrid runs higher than the 120 nt template strand. This is caused by the formation of dsDNA; ssDNA runs 10% faster on a gel compared to dsDNA of the same length \[[@cmaab4a9bib025]\]. Also, the color on the gel confirms the presence of the dyes. The products were further characterized using UV--vis absorbance measurements, of which the results are summarized in supplementary figure SI 4. As expected, each hybrid has on average one of each dye per strand and the ratios of the different dyes on the different DNA-hybrids is around 1:1.

![(a) Size exclusion chromatogram of the purification of the DNA hybrid with the ATTO 488, 565 and 647 N dyes attached. (b) Agarose gel electrophoresis analysis of the different elution peaks from the chromatogram. The 120 well is the templating strand and the 488, 565 and 647 well are the different ATTO dyes attached to 35 nt DNA strands.](cmaab4a9f02_pr){#cmaab4a9f02}

Formation of VLPs {#cmaab4a9s3-2}
-----------------

As a starting point to confirm encapsulation and screen different assembly conditions, a native agarose gel electrophoresis was performed using the same concentrations of DNA-hybrid, capsid protein and unpurified assemblies of DNA-hybrid VLPs. Initially, DNA staining is applied, followed by overnight protein staining on the gel (supplementary figure SI 5). From this gel, it is clear that the encapsulated samples migrate different compared to the unencapsulated materials.

To purify the formed VLPs, size exclusion chromatography using an FPLC system was applied (figure [3(a)](#cmaab4a9f03){ref-type="fig"}). The *V*  =  11 ml elution peak corresponds to larger assemblies, corresponding to the elution volume of the native virus. Likely, these are the VLPs filled with the DNA hybrids as indicated by the high *λ*  =  260 nm absorbance and the co-elution of the different dyes. The *V*  =  18 ml peak has a low *λ*  =  260 nm absorbance and corresponds to the elution of the capsid protein dimers. There is virtually no DNA visible, presumably, all of the DNA hybrids are encapsulated. The *V*  =  11 ml fractions were collected and analyzed using DLS (figure [3(b)](#cmaab4a9f03){ref-type="fig"}). They contain particles with an area average diameter of *D*  ±  21 nm. Subsequent TEM (figures [3(c)](#cmaab4a9f03){ref-type="fig"} and [(d)](#cmaab4a9f03){ref-type="fig"}) shows particles with *D*  =  23.5  ±  2.2 nm and confirms that these are spherical, as expected for icosahedral VLPs. The size corresponds to the range of *D*  =  20--24 nm found for pseudo *T*  =  2 or possibly swollen *T*  =  1 particles with Caspar and Klug symmetry for CCMVs \[[@cmaab4a9bib024], [@cmaab4a9bib031]\]. Under the applied conditions, the CPs do not assemble into spherical capsids, but incidentally some rods form \[[@cmaab4a9bib032]\]. This morphology we also observed for less than 1 in 500 particles in some of our samples (supplementary figure SI 6). SDS-PAGE on the purified VLPs eluting at *V*  =  11 ml from the FPLC confirmed the presence of CP (supplementary figure SI 7).

![(a) FPLC chromatogram of the 1  +  2  +  3 DNA encapsulated in VLPs. (b) Size distribution and average sizes of VLPs in dynamic light scattering. (c) Representative TEM image of negatively stained VLPs. Scale bar is 100 nm. (d) Size analysis from the TEM, average particle size is 23.5  ±  2.2 nm.](cmaab4a9f03_pr){#cmaab4a9f03}

Fluorescence analysis {#cmaab4a9s3-3}
---------------------

To evaluate the effect of encapsulation on the fluorescent energy transfer, fluorescent emission scans were performed with *λ*~ex~  =  470 nm and 564 nm. The emission spectra, normalized to maximal fluorescence are shown in figure [4](#cmaab4a9f04){ref-type="fig"}. It is clear that the fluorescence emission of the second (ATTO 565) and third dye (ATTO 647N) are increased with respect to the first dye (ATTO 488), upon encapsulation of the different DNA constructs in VLPs. For the one-step FRET systems, there is an increase in the emission of the second (ATTO 565) dye around *λ*~em~  =  590 when the first dye is excited (figures [4(a)](#cmaab4a9f04){ref-type="fig"} and [(b)](#cmaab4a9f04){ref-type="fig"}). The same holds for when the second dye is excited (figure [4(c)](#cmaab4a9f04){ref-type="fig"}) and there is an increase in fluorescence around *λ*~em~  =  664 nm of the third (ATTO 647N) dye. Finally, increased emission of the third dye is observed when the first dye is excited. Formula ([1](#cmaab4a9eqn001){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which holds for multi-FRET systems \[[@cmaab4a9bib006]\], was used for analysis to extract the FRET efficiencies (*E*) and separation distances of dyes are calculated using ([2](#cmaab4a9eqn002){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the results are summarized in table [1](#cmaab4a9t01){ref-type="table"} This showed an average increase in FRET efficiency by a factor of 7.9 for a one-step FRET. For the two-step FRET system (1  +  2  +  3), both for the second and third dye an increase of the fluorescence upon encapsulation in the VLP is observed. The fluorescence of the second dye is slightly lower (9.3) compared to the 1  +  2 system (9.7), which is likely the result of the relay energy transfer to the third dye. Consequently, the signal of the third dye is increased compared to the 1  +  3 system (from a factor of 8.9 to 16.4), because of the extra FRET contribution from the relay, which is shown in the literature to increase the FRET distance \[[@cmaab4a9bib030], [@cmaab4a9bib033]\].

###### 

Calculated FRET efficiencies (E) and dye spacings from fluorescent data using formulas ([1](#cmaab4a9eqn001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([2](#cmaab4a9eqn002){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

                       DNA-hybrid   Efficiency 1 step   Efficiency 2 step   Spacing (Å)
  -------------------- ------------ ------------------- ------------------- -------------
  *λ*~ex~  =  470 nm   1  +  2      0.0137                                  128
  1  +  2 CP           0.133                            86.0                
  1  +  3              0.003 10                         164                 
  1  +  3 CP           0.0276                           114                 
  1  +  2  +  3        0.0121       0.0033              131                 
  1  +  2  +  3 CP     0.113        0.0540              89.0                
                                                                            
  *λ*~ex~  =  564 nm   2  +  3      0.0427                                  122
  2  +  3 CP           0.141                            92.5                
  1  +  2  +  3        0.0204                           132                 
  1  +  2  +  3 CP     0.168                            90.0                

![Fluorescence emission spectra of the DNA-hybrid constructs with different dye combinations before and after encapsulation (with CP), normalized to the maximum emission. (a) Excited at *λ*  =  470 nm, (b) zoom of emission of non-encapsulated samples subtracted from the encapsulated samples, (c) excited at *λ*  =  564 nm, (d) encapsulated samples digested with trypsin or DNase excited at *λ*  =  470 nm.](cmaab4a9f04_pr){#cmaab4a9f04}

Using the refractive index of water and a random orientation of the dyes, the average distance between the dyes is calculated. Dyes separated by one rigid and one flexible linker go from 11.7 nm for the free dye system to 9.0  ±  0.3 nm for the encapsulated system. While the separation of dye 1 to dye 3, with two rigid and two flexible chains is decreased during encapsulation from 16.5 to 11.4 nm. To confirm if these results fit with theoretical calculations for the unencapsulated DNA hybrids the end to end distance was calculated, which is assumed similar to the average dye-dye distance. The dsDNA is assumed rigid \[[@cmaab4a9bib022]\] and has a length of 3.32 Å bp^−1^ \[[@cmaab4a9bib034]\]. The 5 nt linker to the DNA is 6.76 Å nt^−1^ \[[@cmaab4a9bib035]\], together with the literature persistence length \[[@cmaab4a9bib023]\] was used as input for formula ([4](#cmaab4a9eqn004){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The length of the 15 nt flexible linker depends on the salt concentration, for which the experimental value of 5.3 nm from literature was used \[[@cmaab4a9bib036]\]. The dyes are attached to the DNA with C6 linkers and the resulting end to end distance was again calculated using formula ([4](#cmaab4a9eqn004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) with literature data \[[@cmaab4a9bib037]\]. These values were taken as input for equation ([5](#cmaab4a9eqn005){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which gave a radius of 12.1 nm for the direct neighbor separation (1  +  2 and 2  +  3 dyes) and 16.5 nm for the 1  +  3 dye pair, which is close to the spacings found experimentally. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The most probable explanation for the decreased separations in the encapsulated system is that the negatively charged DNA has an interaction with the positively charged arginine-rich motifs (ARMs) on the N-terminus of the CPs, which are also found in other viruses \[[@cmaab4a9bib038]\]. Some of the CPs can spontaneously lose this ARM, but an intact protein is needed for the initial DNA-CP binding. This leads to the (cooperative) formation of the VLP by bringing CPs in close proximity of each other \[[@cmaab4a9bib039]\]. In the formed capsids, the DNA is confined and presumably the degrees of freedom of the DNA are restricted in this way. Because of the net positive charge of the dyes, it is likely that these point inwards into the cavity of the VLPs due to charge repulsion by the positively charged CPs, additionally increasing the FRET efficiency. Literature suggests that the increase in FRET efficiency can be calculated using formula ([3](#cmaab4a9eqn003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) \[[@cmaab4a9bib030]\], which gives **E**  =  0.046 for our data, but the resulting efficiency for the two-step FRET is 17% higher. This increase in multiple step FRET efficiency in the capsid, and likely also for the one step FRET, can be explained by an antenna effect \[[@cmaab4a9bib005]\], as the virus likely encapsulates between two to three DNA-hybrid strands. This availability of multiple FRET routes results in higher efficiencies. The presence of multiple DNA strands per VLP can be explained by charge compensation between the ARMs and DNA \[[@cmaab4a9bib029]\].

To confirm that this system is useful for disassembly studies and that the increase in FRET efficiency is a consequence from the encapsulation of the DNA-dye-hybrid inside the VLPs, the encapsulated system was digested with trypsin. This enzyme degrades the capsid proteins resulting in the release of the DNA-dye-hybrid from the confinement of the VLP. The fluorescence emission spectrum of the trypsin digested sample is similar to that of the unencapsulated system (figures [4(b)](#cmaab4a9f04){ref-type="fig"} and [(d)](#cmaab4a9f04){ref-type="fig"}), confirming that the increase in fluorescence is originating from the formation of VLP and not from CP--DNA interactions. Furthermore, the encapsulated samples were treated with DNase I, which cleaves the strand randomly, in that way releasing the dyes from the DNA strand. A minimal change in the energy transfer is observed in this experiment, indicating that the VLP capsid protects the encapsulated DNA against nuclease, which has previously been shown for encapsulated RNA \[[@cmaab4a9bib029]\].

Conclusion {#cmaab4a9s4}
==========

This work shows the successful formation of CCMV VLPs around short DNA-dye constructs, containing a mixture of both double- and single-stranded DNA. Based on the size, the resulting particle sizes correspond to *T*  =  1 or pseudo *T*  =  2 icosahedral symmetry. The encapsulation of this DNA-photonic wire in the VLP resulted in an almost eight-fold increase in FRET efficiency of one-step FRET systems and a 16-fold increase for a two-step energy transfer. Furthermore, decomposition of VLP by Trypsin digestion yields an energy transfer signal similar in intensity as the signal before encapsulation, suggesting that FRET must be induced by the capsid formation and not by protein-DNA interactions. Consequently, the FRET system can be used as a probe to study the assembly and disassembly of viruses.

Overall, the system we developed is a probe for virus disassembly and cargo release, which possibly can be applied to other viruses as well. This can be especially useful in virus life-cycle analysis in cells. Also, it can be used as an FRET-based sensor during force-based measurements on a virus to indicate cargo leaching or virus breakdown \[[@cmaab4a9bib040]\]. Alternatively, a fully double-stranded DNA photonic wire could be used as a template for encapsulations, which would result in rods enveloped in protective virus coats \[[@cmaab4a9bib019], [@cmaab4a9bib041]\]. This might find application in light harvesting and energy transfer. Future work of our group will focus on using the DNA hybrids to load different cargos, such as drugs or proteins, in specific ratios inside a VLP for intracellular delivery \[[@cmaab4a9bib041], [@cmaab4a9bib042]\].
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